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RESUME.

This report was prepared for the NsLtional Advisory Committee for Aerommtics and de-
scribes a pressui-e-measuring device esp ecially adap ted for use in mapping indicat or dia=wams
of high-speed internal combustion engines. The cards are obtained by a point-tc-point method
giving the average of a kwge number of engine cycles. The principle involved is the balancing
of the engine cylinder pressure against a measured pressure on opposite sides of a metal
diaphragm of neg$iggble st.i.flness. In its application as an engine indicator the phase of the
engine cycle to which a pressure measurement correspo~ds is selected by a fiiming device. The
report discusses briefly the errors which must be avoided in the de=dopment of an indicator
for light high-speed engines, where vibration is serious, and outlines the principks underlying
the design of this instrument in order to be free of such errors. A detailed des-criptioa of the
instrument and accessories folloxs, together with opera king directions. Specimen indicator
diagrams are appended. The indicator has been used successfully at speeds up to 2,600 re~o-
Iutions per minute, the highest speed en=tie available for triaL Its sensitivity is appro.ximately
that of a standard 6-inclI diaI gauge of the Bourdon tube type.

LNTRODW3’ION—REASOXS FOR THE DESIGN.

Prior to 1917 there were available se-reral tjqxs of instruments for the measuring and
recording of pressures in in twmd combustion engine cylinders. Some of these were refine-
ments of the converi tional pressure indicator de+gned for low-speed steam engines whiIe others
were designed primarily for high-speed work with a vie~ of minimizing the effects of inerbia.
Tkse instruments were found to be useful for various classes of -work, depending upon their
desigg and characteristics, altho~~h none of them had found more than very limited applica-
tion in a comparatively few Laboratories.

Some of the inherent difficukies which have prevented the dewlopruent of a w-holIy con-
venient and successful high-speed indicator are inertia, friction, and back lash in moving parts
~vhere mechanical means of recording are adopted; inertia and vibration of the systiem when a
photographic method of ma=~ification is applied to an instrument mounted on the engine;
time lag of the gases in the connecting tube where a photographic apparatus is mounted inde-
pendently of the engine and connects to it by a flexible tube; as w-eIl as the usual mechanical
difficulties in the construction and operation of instruments of this class.

It should be noted, too, that these difEcul&ies are very greatly increased in the case of the
aircraft engi~e, which usually must be mounted on a more or less fl@ble sta~d and i~ which at
best the mechanical vibrations of the parts are excessive, due to their light w-eight and lack of
rigidity.

An important mechanical consequence of this excessive flexibility of the engine structure
seems to have been o~erlooked, since, so far as the authors know, it has not been discussed in
the literature or taken accouni of other than accidentally in design of any indicator. To illus-
trate this effect, assume an indicator whose moving parts are mounted on the head of an engine
cyIinder. In order to reduce the effect of inertia, the range of motion of the piston or diaphragm
is reduced as much as practicable and the motion magnified either mechanically or optically so
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as to give a readaMe scaIe. It should be Doted that the motion actually recorded is ahvays the
relative motion between the movable part of the indicator and the (supposeclIy) fkmd part
mounted rigidly on the cylinder head. But if the cylinder he&d itself flexes under pressure or
mechanical vibration, this motion of the fixed support relative to the movable piston is recorded
and magnified as well as the motion of the piston reIative to its support. Hence it may happen
that thus limiting the range of motion of the piston or heav3’ diaphragm and greatly magnify-
ing the record, increases the bad effects of inertia. on a light flexible engine cylinder since the
motions of the cylinder head itself; relative to ihe moving member, are subject to the same
degree of magnification.

The rapid increase h volume and scope of experimental work on gasoline engines, partic-
ularly of aircraft engines, due to the impetus given by war conditions, intensified the need for
suitabIe indicators and several laboratories undertook their development fi.I The Bureau of
Standards was particularly interested in securing an indicator suited to use in the altitude
chambersz where aircraft engines are operated for purpose of test and analysis of their perform-
ance under reduced pressure and temperature simulating conditions of flight. The altiiude
chambers i~close only the engine, all controls and measuring apparatus being out,sidej whence
in addition to all other requirements, it was esiential that any indicator adopted should possess
the feature of remote controI and reading. For the purpose in hand, for general analysis of
engine performance, accurate indicator cards are of more importance than are indi~idual records
of single cylinder cycles; therefore a point-to-point method can be employed.

A successful instrument’ embodying the foregoing requirements has been developed and a
half dozen of them have proved satisfactory for use under conditions of actual practice from
200 to 2,600 revolutions per minute (the highest engine speed available for test), and from 10

pounds per square inch below atmospheric pressure to 1,000 pounds per square inch above.
The instrument has proved convenient in use and of high accuracy, being capabIe of measur-
ing pressures to a.n accuracy comparable with that of the standard 6-inch pressure gauges used
for recording these pressures. It is not only suited to the measurement of the pressures in
internal combustion engines, but in any engine, compressor, or other machine in which gas
pressures occur in successive cycles of the same form. For instance, the pressures occurring
in the intake or exhaust manifold of a gasoline engine may be measured with the same instru-
ment.

PRINCIPLE OF THE APPARATUS.

Fundamentally, the principles involved are the baIancing of the cylinder pressure against
a measured gas pressure on opposite sides of a metallic diaphragm of negligible stiffness and
the indication or recording by means of a timing device of the instant at which equali~y of
pressure occurs.

The indicator outfiti thus consists of three parts: The pressure-balancing element, which is
screwed into an opening in the engine cylinder as is a spark plug; the timing elemcmt, which is
fastened sacurely to a revolving part of the engine; and the coordinating, measuring, arid record-
ing apparatus, which is Iocated at any convenient pIace and is connected to the indicator and
timer with wires and flexible pressure tubes. A, very small portion of the engino cylinder gas
whose pressure is to be measured surges back and forth through small, short water-coolod pas-
sages in the pressure element and transmits the cylinder presswe to the lower side of a thin
metallic diaphragm which is clamped at its periphery. The deflection of this diaphragm is lim-
it ed by two corrugated and perforated supports to a f ew thousandths of an inch. At least two
instants in each cycle the pressw-e on the lower side of the diaphragm (cylinder pressure) is equal
to the measured pressure which the operator has applied by means of gas supplied through a
small copper tube to the space above the diaphragm. The timer selects i-hat poxtion of the
cycle, approximately 1 deg~ee of arc, for -whiih the measured pressures is to ~e made equal

L,1E@ s~~.gdr=~~~~~lc~~b~~tii~~E~,giuw,JJb~Arthur W. Judge, Ch. V, Engi”neerin& vol. 84, p. 570; vet. 102,p. 422. Auto C8r, Feb.
2, 1907,p. 157. American Machinist, Nov. 29, 1906,p. 693;May 1311%20,p. 1C!61.Horselsss Age, Nov. 1, 1916,p. 418. Machiuery, Dot,, 1910.
Journal of the Society of Automotive Engineers, Apr., 1920,p. 254.

*Report No. 44, National Ad\,isory C!ommfttea for Aeronautics, “The Altitude Laboratory for Testiig of Aircraft Engines.)!
J This indicator is manufactured by the American Tustrument Co., Washington, D. (J
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to the cylinder pressure. The coordinating apparatus indicates when the pressures are in balance,
as VW be explained. The pressures are measured on calibrated Bourdort pressure gauges, closed
or open end mercury manometers, or any othez accurate pressure-measuring instrumen~.

The indicator permits of plotting cylinder pressures from point to point in the cycle, giving
at each point the average value from a number of cycles. It is suited only to application to en-
gines operating under conditions sufEcientJy constant that successive cycles repeat their values
of pressures within reasomble limits.

DETAILS OF (!ONSTRUCTfON.

The mechanical details of design are best described by the drawings and photographs,
figures 1 to 7.

The pressure ekmad.-The pressure elementi is
shown in figures 1, 2; and 3. A thin metal dia-
phragm (1) chides the chamber into two parts, the
Iower one communicating directly with the engine
cylinder by screwing the threaded portion (2) into
a spark-plug hole. The cylinder pressure is thus
impressed on the diaphragm with a minimum of
inertiia or Iag due to a long connect~~ pass~ue. ~This
close connection to the engine necessitates mater-
cooIing, an mnukr circulation being pro-rided
(space 3).

The baIancing pressure impressed on the~top of
the diaphragm is supplied by compressed air or other
gas conducted through ~small copper tub@D to the
capacity space forming the upper chamber of the
instrument and tranwitted from this space through
the perforations in the support to the disk.

The motion of the diaphragm, when the pressures
are out of bahmce, is Iimited to about 0.13 milli-
meter (0.005 inch) by upper and lower supports.
These are circuIar pIates of brass about 5 millimeters
(three-sixteenths inch) ttick, perforated with No.
60 drill holss and surfaced with concentric corr~Da-
tions where they have contact with the diaphragm.
The upper support is pIane and the Io-w-eris concave,
0.005 inch Iess in thickness at the ceder than at
the periphery. ~ese supports preveni distortion
of the diaphr~~m beyond the elastic limit under
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FIG. I.—Pressure ekaemt: Princi+tiwtion.

pressures for ~hich the diaphragm is intended to be used. The instrument can be t&en apart
with lit tIe troubIe to insert a new diaphragm when necessary.

It is important to bear in mind the actuaI operation of the diaphragm and the function ful-
fllled by the supports. Abo-re the diaphragm is the coritrolled pressure, se~cibIy conshnt over
many seconds or minutes. BeIow is the eqjne pressure, varying from that of ~~plosion to that
of intake suction, the frequency depending on the erq$ne speed (at 3,000 re-roIutions per minute
for a 4-cycle engine the frequency is 25 per second). Accordingly, the diaphragm vibrates many
times a second between its supports, moving each time the cylinder pressure becomes greater
or becomes kss than the balancing prewrre. At only tmo points in each cycIe (in normal opera-
tion) is the pressure on both sides of the diaphra=gn balanced. Except for these instants, the
diaphragm is pressed against one support or the other, according to ~hich pressure is the higher.

The diaphragm is a metal disk about 30 millimeters (1+ inches) diameter and abcmt 0.08 to
13.15 millimeter (0.003 to 0.006 inch) thick. When thumped in the annular supports the free
diameter is about 25 millimeters (1 inch). Steel diaphragms have been used most ofhm,
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although phosphor bronze ones have given satisfactory service. A metal having tho mechanical
characteristics of steel without its susceptibility to corrosion would be desira,bIe. Nickel-
plated and silver-plated steeI have been used recently with success.

The time of response of these diaphragms is extremeIy short, but difllcult to crdcultite or
measure with accuracy. Its order of magnitude may be determined m follows: The pressure
necessary to dispIace the diaphragm from one support to &heother (i. e., the total pressure which
the elasticity of the diaphragm can support) ii normalIy from 0.1 to 0.5 pound accorcfing to
thickness. In the normaI use of the instrument, before the di.il’erence in pressure on the two
sides of the diaphragm has reached an ‘amount readabIe on the gauges (i. e. ~0.1 to 0.5 pound)
the diaphragm will be subjected to a pressure difference greater than can he supported by the
elasticity, and wiIl be thrust-against one plate or the other. The actual time Iag will be the
time required for tha diaphragm to move into or out of contact when the above pressure differ-
ence is applied to it. This time can be calculated roughly and is so small as to have no cq>pre-
ciabIe effect in any condition met with in practice.

The position of the diaphragm against one support or the other would give merely quali-
tative indication of which of two pressures is the greater, and the operation which makes a
measuring instrume~fi of the device is the passage of the diaphragm from the one side LOthe
other, &hereby indicating equality (or near equality) of the unknown and the measurccl pres-
sures. The movement of the diaphragm is recorded by makiug or breaking an eIectric circuit,
and an examination of figure 1 will reveal the insulation of the center part (4) of the upper
support from electrical connection with the rest of the instrument. This electrode is con-
nected in series with a telephone as a detector and one side of a battery of which the other
pole is grounded on the engine frame and therefore the diaphragm. When the diaphragm
moves upward against the electrode it closes the circuit, clicking the telephone; when it moves
down it opens the circuit, also clickimg the telephone. Telephone clicks are thus the means
by which the observer is informed every time that the pressure in the engine cylinder is just
balanced by the measured pressure which is transmitted t,o the upper chamber of the pressure
element.

The i!irne~.-The pressure element described above gives a signaI of equaIity of a measured
pressure with a particular value of the pressure in an engine cylinder, normally twice for each
cycle, but. gives no indication of the phase at which these equalities occur. To fulfill this func-
tion the timer is an essential element, of the mechanism. It operates either to locate the por-
tion of the cycle corresponding to a particular pressure, or to select a specific point in the cycle
and permit the adjustment of the measurable pressure so as to equal the cylinder prcssuro for
this point. The object is attained by introducing in the electric circuit a rotating member
-which closes the circuit only for about 1 degree of arc during each cycle, this member being
in synchronism with the engine cycIe and adjustable with respect to th~ phase of the latter.

The timer is shown in figures 4 to 7. The rottiting part, an insulating disk, must bo fas-
tened rigidly to some part of the engine revoIving at crank-shaft or cam-shaft speed. In the
periphery of this disk is inlaid a narrow strip of brass cxtencling over one-half degree of arc
and serving as an electric contact, when it rotates past a fixed brush. The brush is a piece of
hardened steeI, fastened to the end of a flat spring so that it wilI rub on the periphery of the
disk, It is carried by a graduated ring mounted on n ball-bearing concentric with the rot~t~~
disk. This ring can be rotated by hand and set at any desired angle with an index line on a
portion of the frame that is immovable with respect to the engine frame.

An auxiliary device on the timer measures the angle in the engine cycle at which the
ignition spark passes. This has no direct bearing on the use of the apparatus as a pressure
indicator, but is extremely useful in mapping the ordinary indicator diagram of an internal
combustion engine, because of the great importance of locating accurately in such a diagram
the moment of firing the charge. The provision for, this measurement is shown in figure 7.
Et adds very little complication to the timer.

Coordinating appuratus.-The auxiliaries to the pressure elerneht and the timer may be
divided into two general cIasses—those having to do with the control and measurement of
pressure and those pert aining to the electric circuit. As used for measurements in the Iabora-
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tories of the Bureau of Standards, the source of high pressure is a tank of compressed air, or
liquid COZ and that of reduced pressure is a waler aspirator. Control is effected by a number Of

one-eighth-inch needle vaIws. The me~sur~~ instruments are Bourdon tube dial gauges of
suitabIe rtmgges and a mercury manometer for pressures from subaimospheric to two atmos-
pheres absoIute. A standard 100-pound test gauge is used between 15 and 100 pounds per
square inch above afimosphere, and a standard 1000-pound test gauge for alI pressures from
100 to 1000.
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Fm. 6.—Timer: Prinei@ section, @leI to axis

w LB
~G.7.—Timer:%ctionshowirgthesegmentwith contactbrush

(at the top of the @ure), ond the rotwyspark gap for Iocat@
the o@e of i@ition.

A schematic diagram of Lhe apparatus is given in figure 8. The actuaI arra~oement in the
laboratory can be ~aried as needed to suit conditions. The engine cyIinder may be quite
remote from the remainder of the apparatus. h f@.re 8 the sma~ tank near the right is fiIIed
to an-y desired pressure from the supply reser-roir and then serves as the source of pn%surel
The mater aspirator is diagramed next to the mercury U gauge. Connected to the same water
Iine may be noted the cooling system for the Iower part of the pressure eIement. The mechan-
ical linkage of timer and piston is shown schematicaU-y.

The electrical connections are shown in the left-hand portion of figure 8. The essential
elements already described include the te~ephone detector, the batt cry, the diaphragm and its
contact electrode, and the timer contact. Auxiliaries shown in the diagram are the condenser
and numerous switches, like-wise the auxiliary circuit for measuring the position in the cycle
when ignition occurs (see closiqg paragraph of the description of the timer). The condenser
is used to modify the telephone action as required. Ti%en pressures in a k@h-speed engine
are bei~~ measured, the timer segment is in contac~ with the brush so short a time that in a
simple circuit the current would not build -up in the telephone receiver to a mdue sufficienffy
high to cause a click surely audibIe. In this case a coadenser is shunted across the phcmes so
that when the circuit is closed it is charged and can discharge through the phone, intmif~g

the sound. When maximum pressures are being measured at slow speeds, the snap of the”
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receivers is disagreeably loud and sharp. To m&e this sound dull and yet audible, a larger

condenser is shunted across the phones. Condensers of one-fourth, one-half, and 1 microfarad
capacity are found suited to a circuit which includW_? 4.5 or 6 -rolt battery and a p~ir of 70 to
80 ohm telephone receivers. For location of faults in the circuit it is very convenient t.o have
switches short circuiting the indicator and the timer in addition to those actually necessary for
operation,

I

FIG. S.-Schematic diwmm of fndicator assembly. Pr@SWr8elem~t, timer,
pressure systemand electrical circuits in their relatirm to an engiriecylinder.

CALIBRATIONAND INSTALLATION.

The sensitivity and zero reading of the pressure element shotid be. checked occ=ionally~
By the first is meant the smallest p~essure dif!ierence -which will move the diaphragm sufkien[ly
to cause a teIephone click. By the zero reading is meant the difference in the absolute pres-
sures on opposite sides of the diaphragm when it just makes or breaks .coutact with the elec-
trode. This may be appreciable, owing to distortion of the diaphragm in clamping it into
place or to any other lack of symmetry in its elastic behavior.

The zero reading is determined by Ieaving one side of the diaphragm open to the atmos- .
phere and measuring the pressure on the other side required to obtain a balance. Vi%ene-rer
the zero reading becomes Iarge, or the smsitivity u.nddy poor, it is time to replace the diaphww.

The timer scale must be read in rel~tion to engine-crank angle, or preferably set to zero for
zero crank angle from piston dead center. A pair of adjusting screws which hold the timer arm
in place facilitate this setting.

Leaks in the pressure system will introduce differences between pressures read on the
gauges and those actually impressed on the diaphragm, due to pressure drop in the connecting
tubes. Frequent tests for Ie.aks are thus a necessary precaution, although leaks must be
relatively Iarge to have a significant effect.
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DETAILS OF OPERATION.

While the precision of setting of the instruments is ~pproximately equal to the sensitivity
of the pressure gaugps, the degree of certainty with which ari observer can set for the mean
cycle pressure at a given phase depends upon the degree of uniformity of the engine performance.
This -varies wideIy in different parts of the cycle, since the suction and compression strokes
repeat with but small variations, while explosion and e~ansion pressures may be decidedly
erratic.

The simplest measurement with the instrument described in this paper is that of maximum
or minimum pressure occurring in the cycle. For such a measurement the timer is short

,.

circuited. Suppose, for emmp]e, a determination is to be made of the maximum explosion
pressure occurring, on the a~erage, in the operation of the cyIinder, and suppose, for sinipIicity,
tkat alI cycles were aIike-i. e., all these maxima identicaI in magnitude; then the behatior of
the diaphragm wiU be as folLo-ws: When atmospheric pressure is impressed on the top of the
diaphragm, the contact with the upper support and electrode will be broken only during a
small portion of the cycle. As the pressure is increased, the diaphragm wiU be forced down
earIier and return Iater in the cycle. When the pressure so appIied has been increased to a
value near the maximum engine pressure, the diaphragm ti remain against the lower support
throughout the cycle except for a very small inter-ral near this matium. Then the diaphraa~
vi-ill come up against the upper eIectrode, click& the te~ephone, and wiII return almost imme-
diately, cIicking it again. There will thus be pairs of clicks a few milliseconds apart, succeeding
silent intervals equaI to nearly the period of the cycle. As the controlled pressure is raised
still. further, the pairs of clicks will merge into one, just at the maximum, a~d disappear above
it. By slight variations of the controlled pressure, when near the correct value, it would be
easy to make the measurement desired. ——

The conditions of actual practice preclude the simplifying assumption that the ~xpIosion
pressures of many cycks are identical, and the range of -rariation is sometimes rather con-
siderable. Under these circumstances as the measured pressure is increased to a -due exceed-
ing the lower vaIues of maximum explosion pressures, the latter contribute no clicks of the
teIePhone. Accordingly, as the pressure is increased from a low mdue where the tdephone
receirer clicks twice for every engine cycle, succ essi~e pairs of clicks merge and vanish so that
the frequency of clicks graduaUy diminishes nntiI the telephone is completely silent when the
measured pressure exceeds the greatest of the explosion pressures. By-exercising jud=ment as to
the relative frequency of the telephone clicks with Merent measured pressures, the observe~
can reach a close estimate of the average of the maximum explosion pressures.

For measuring a pressure at any part of the engine cycIe -where the -m.lue is neither maxim-
um nor minimum, it is necessary to have the timer in circuit.

AS has been explained, the electrical circnii is cIosed in the indicator head for parb of the
.

engine cycle and open for the remainder, the point of clos@w and opening being dependent
upon ihe ga~ve pressure applied by the operator. The telephone circuit is, however, closed
only at the singIe instant-i. e., 10 of the timer contact.. Thus the timer contact ser-res as an
index to determine whether the indicator circuit is open or cIosed at a selected phase of the
cycle; i. e., to indicate whether at this phase the ga~~e pressure is above or beIow the cylinder
pressure. Thus if the engine operation is uniform from cycle to cycle, and if the ga~me pressure
is lower than the cylinder pressure aii the phase of the. cycIe, the diaphragm w-HIbe up, the
indicator contact closed, and a click in the telephone -wilI occur at each closing of the circuit
by the timer. If the gauge pressure is raised abo~e the cylinder pressure at the selected
angle, the circuit will not be closed in the pressure element and the timer at the same instant
and, therefore, there will “be no sound in the teIephcme.

The point of baIance of the two pressur= is therefore marked by a definite change in action
of the telephone from clicking e-rery engine cycle to complete silence. TYhen the successive
cycles do not repeat values of pressure witlin very close limits, the abrupt change from clicks
to silence is replaced by a range of pressure o-ier which clicking becomes irregdar as the
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gauge pressure is raised, the clicks ceasing entireIy at a pressure equal to that of the highest
cylinder pressure occurring in any cycle at this phase.

The timer can be’ revolved at either cam-shaft or crank-shaft speed, the choice being de-
termined to a considerable extent by the construction of the engine with respect to ewe of
attaching such an extraneous mechanism. The earn-shaf t speed is much the sirnpler for the
operator to interpret the telephone cJicks. In this case the complete rotation of the timer
corresponds to one engine cycle, and the contact segment selects homologous parts of emh
cycle. ‘When the timer operates at crank-shaft speed it makes contact twice in each cycle,

FIG. 9.—Specimenindico-tordiagramin polw coordinates,pres.ww vs.cam-shaft
angle. The diagramis shownby the solid line, to which the right-hard prm-
swe scale applies. A reproduction of that part of the curve near the pole is
shownin the dotted awe, to which the W times magnifiedleft-handscale
applies.

and alternate contacts only are homologous. The two horno~ogous sets are reprcsentd by
alternat~ clicks of the telephone and the observer sets for disappearance of each altwnate
click with about the ease as for disappearance of. all cticks. The double value of prcssum
corresponding to each angle is shown by figures 10 and 12, more f uHy exp]ained in the nex~
section.

The manipulation of the indicator outfit is as folIows: The operator wears a pair of watch-
case telephone receivers mounted in the usual switchboard head harness, and keeps his hands
on two valves in the pressure line, one admitting compressed air from the reservoir and tho
other relieving thp pressure to the atmosphere or aspirator. With the timer set, say, at zero
crank angle, he watches the appropriate gauge and manipuIatw the valves according to his
interpretation of the signals received in the telephones. If there appears to be an appre-
ciable range of prmsure over which the clicking is irregular, he estimates the mean of this rango
and makes a record of the gau-ge reading. The timer is then set to the next observing point
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and ithe process repeated. The timer may be set and read by the same observer or by a second
one. The process of mapping a complete indicator diagram advances so much more rapidIy
with hvo as to be desirable, so as to reduce to a minimum the likelihood of Iarge changes in
the conditions of engine performance, with the consequent Ia& of coordination of the eadier
and later portions of the diabgram.

~ convenient record of the quantities observed is a polar graph -with degrees of crank angle
read directly from the timer and radius vector of pressure read directly from the gauge. This
pressure-angle plot can be transformed ea.dy to pressure time or pressure volume, as desired.

SPECIMEN lNDICATOR DIAGRAMS. ‘

Representative charts and data sheets are appended to illustrate the results obtained with
the instrument. In all the charts two pressure scaks are used, one swflkiently close to include
the whole range on the sheet and one very much more open, at least 10 times magnified, upon
which scaIe the pressures near zero are pIotted to show characteristics quite indistinguishable
~>nthe other sca]e.

FIG. 10.-Spe@men indicatw diagram in POk coordinates, pr@ures c$. crank-
shaft angle. The diagram is shown by solid line, to which the right-hand
praswresczh appfies. A reproductionoftheIoopne= the polefs~a~ ~ the
dottedcmg to whichthe U+timesma@ed left-handsczdezppIies.

Figures If) and 12 show diqy-a.m taken +th the timer mounted on the crank shaft. It

will be noted that the diagram loops twice around the pole, giving two pressure values for each
-due of crank-shaft angle. The method of securing such a diagram has been discussed in fihe
previous section. The pressure time curves corresponding to figures 9 and 10 are shown in
figures 11 and 12. A pressure volume diagram is given in figure 13. A diagram in -which the
logarithms of the pressures and volumes are pIotted as suggested b-y Clayton,A is shown in

4 A. S. IL E. ~OWUd, Apr., 1912.
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mG.12.-Speeimenindicatordiagramin rectangularcoor-tiaks, transformti from figure10. The diagramis shownby

the solidline, the correspondingpressurescalebeingmmrberedon the left margin. The portion of the diagramnear
zeropressureisreproducedin thedottedcnrveonascalemagfied 20times,thescalebeingnotedfrrthetightmargir..
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figure 14. The straight portions of this diagram show the limits between which the gas obey-s
the foIIowing law: W“ = constant. This plot facilitates the determination of the value of
“n,” which = the slope of the line.

Pressure measurements made with
phragm type.

—

DATA SHEET.
(Figs.~h 14.)

high-speed engine pressure indicator of the thin dia-

Fm. 13.-SpAmen indicator diagram in the mmaf press-e volume smIhw,
eramfcrmedfrom dataof Figgs 9,10,11,and 12(sIIfromsameokmrwxfdata).
The lowerImp of the ditagramis reproduced magrdfled 20 times, in the dotted
tune, co which the scaling fn tight-kd U@ ~PP~~.

.

.

Crodr Anqfe A Degrees.

FM. lA—bHiieator diagram of Figure 13 redrawn in
hgarithmic seLing. Lack of cumahtre of the prin-
eipsl parts of compression and eqamss:on strokes
shows mlidity of exporwnfisf rektion pv=mn-
stant in representingthem

Hispano Suiza airpIane engine running 2,200 revolutions per minute in aItitude chamber
simulating operating conditions at 15,000 feet @titude. Pressure of this artificial atmosphere

3.6 pounds per square inch.
Engine mea~ur~ents:

Inches.

Connectig r~len~h ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 8.93
Bore ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 4.72
Stioke ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 5-1~
(21emce (~tivalenti ofvo1metitichesoi stit>ke)--------------------------------------- 0-97

CompreAon ratio . . . . . . . . . . . . . --------------------- ------------ ----------- ------------ ----- tL3

Indicator zero, O. 6 pound per square tich.

—
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pits..Maximum pressnre Average,
,_

>iston
c&J Observed pressures Absolute pressures str~k@- :n~

(po~d&& square (poun~ng~ square @J~o;tCd
(“5. clearance (~”

(inches),

::; 13.0 -6.6 27.0 7.2 6.08
6.0

180
–6. O 19.8

140
1.s 5.99 I&l

–5. 3 15.4 8.5
120 2;

5.64
–3. 9

1.40
11.3

lm
9.9 5.C9 120

-1.4 –4. 4 12.4
80

9.4 10I
–3. o –5. 7 16.8

60
8. I tz

12.8
80

–6. 1 26.5
40

7.7
31.0

2.53 60
–5. 4 45.0

20
1.72

59.5 —5.4 73.,5 k: 1.1s #
115. —5.6 129. 8.2 .97

21 225. –7. 4 255. 6.4 1.18 28
40 185. –9. 5 203. 4.3

105.
1.72

–8. 9 120. ‘L9
:8 66.0

2.53 ::
–8. 5 80.0

lm
5.3

45,0
3.44

–8. 2 59.0
120

5.6
34.0

4.33 1%
–8. 2 48.0

140
5.6

27.0
5.03 120

–7. 9 41.0
160

5.9
21.0

5.64 140
–7. 4 35.0

180
6.4 5.99

13,0
100

–6. 8 27.0 7.0 6.08 1s0
— —

. . . . . . . . . 230--30 . . . . . . . . . . 294-244

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 274

Readings made to the nearest 0.1 pound per square inch from absolute zero to M pounds per square inch gauge; to th8 nearest 0,5 pound
per square inch from 223to 100 pounds per square inch gaugs; and to the nearest 1 pound per square inch for prcsaure over 100pounds por
square inch.


